
[dead zone]

The Beacon italicize the importance of ecstatic and 
genuine interactions through disengagement. In an 
age where everything travels through the digital 
conduit of cyberspace, The Beacon challenges the 
fragmented interactions generated by over-investment 
in social media. It proposes an analogue experience 
that disengages from the constant stream of digital 
information by which this generation has come to be 
characterized. It challenges the consensus trend 
of digital interactions and offers a space for 
congregation where tangible interactions, passions, 
and curiosities can be shared.



How-To
create a deadzone

choice will follow your path 
through the Festival.

once you 
decide to 
disconnect 
there is 
no turning 
back. you 
have been 
m a r k e d 
and your

the paths 
of others 
who have  
also made 
y o u r 
c h o i c e 
w i l l 
begin to 
overlap, 

creating a network of 
colourful marbled tendrils 
which grows as time goes on.

the energy   
of the day 
will not 
be lost in 
the dark 
of night. 
h i d d e n 
g l o w i n g 
stimulant

infusions will cause a 
natural buzz whenever they 
are cracked.

to enter  
a space 
where you 
c a n n o t 
c o n n e c t 
will cause 
some to be 
anxious, 
w h i l e

others will see the 
opportunity it presents with 
anticipation.

u s i n g 
c h e a p 
materials 
that can 
be bought 
online by 
a n y o n e , 
[deadzone]
is a low

tech way to achieve a high 
minded idea.

he used a 
cell phone 
jammer to 
create a 
quiet bus 
for his 
m o r n i n g 
ride, got 
arrested

and stood tall in court 
against the FCC who sold 
those airwaves.

#crossroads #choice #marked #marble #paths #growth #caffeine #glowsticks #allnight #... #disconnect #jammed #highlow #glowstick+cornstarch #diy

#itscomplicated #DennisNicholl

c o l o u r s 
on the 
body are 
a virus 
w h i c h 
o t h e r s 
can see, 
p u l l i n g 
observers

to the Beacon out of curiosity 
to join in and create their 
own reproduction.

#HotlineBling #whatsthat?

The golden 
calf has 
b e e n 
k i l l e d , 
n o t h i n g 
is sacred. 
Design has 
entered a 
new era.

we must choose our own values 
in a rapidly advancing world, 
with no gods to dictate.

#quote #NoRights #WeAreWhatsLeft

#iwasoffline
Instagram Pink

Facebook Blue

Snapchat Yellow

coloured 
cornstarch

bench
ring

berm
hill

cut +
fill

cut

fill

The benches are a visual pull to 
generates curiosity and attention. 
Once arrived, the guests will see 
what is beyond... The glowsticks come social media 

ready, hashtag and all, for when 
guests get out of the ‘dead zone.’ 
Once uploaded, these glowsticks 
represent a broken barrier between 
two worlds – digital and physical.
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The Beacon italicize the importance of ecstatic and genuine interactions through disengagement. In an age where 
everything travels through the digital conduit of cyberspace, The Beacon challenges the fragmented interactions 
generated by over-investment in social media. It proposes an analogue experience that disengages from the constant 
stream of digital information by which this generation has come to be characterized. It challenges the consensus 
trend of digital interactions and offers a space for congregation where tangible interactions, passions, and curiosities 
can be shared. The Beacon is a controversial ‘dead zone,’ where online access is unavailable. It will cause anxiety as 
people realize that their phone has stopped working. The Beacon is encircled by a bench ring, divided into three 
segments with a colour associated with each: Facebook blue, Snapchat yellow, and Instagram pink. Within the 
beacon is coloured cornstarch. The colours are initially aligned with the benches, however as the festival progresses 
it will intermix and create a marbled appearance. Buried within the powder are glow sticks which people will come 
across while walking, running, and playing within The Beacon. These glows sticks will italicize the experience of awe 
and wonder within the space and be a low-tech way for The Beacon stay awake past 3AM. This space would leave a 
colorful mark on the user and the landscape, attracting attention and marking those who have participated in the 
‘dead zone’ as well as drawing crossing paths on the rest of the festival which will grow and change as it occurs. 

	  


